POSITION

HM
Asst HM
Hareline
On-Sec
Members

Run:
860

NAME

EMAIL

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
Allan Girod
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,
Jordan Scheer, Gerry Soogrim[Hash Booze]

Date:
15 Mar 2014

Site:
Leilani Estate

CONTACT

305-1053
753-8843
685-3600

Hares:
Scribe:
Buddy, Jaden, Tall Dark, Prickctor Redsket

After following the well written directions and reaching the run site it seemed like a perfect
afternoon for a run. Final preparations were under way for the day’s proceedings. Immediately
noticeable was an iron pot of enormous size. It could easily have been as a hot tub The pot was
in fact signaling what was on the menu...curry, lovely curry!
The group was called to assembly and Martin did the honors of telling the usual lies such as,
“there are no hills, just one small incline”. He also advised that we could expect thigh-high water
on the run. Some hashers expressed concern about getting their balls wet; they soon got over it
though. After explaining, for the virgins’ benefit, what a circle was, what an X was and the exact
percentage of types of paper and flour used to set the run, it was on on!
As seems to be customary we were pointed in the wrong direction by the hares. After a brief
moment of confusion it was down into the river to get our feet wet early o’clock. After trekking
along some dry river bed we climbed up onto the road. The road stage continued for sometime
which did not go well with a few hashers. Whispers on the wind could be heard saying, “ I doh
come on a Saturday hash to run on road steups!”. Soon enough we were ascending one of those
“small inclines”. The sounds of a large number of dogs could be heard barking in the distance up
the hill, ooops sorry, incline. As I passed one of the indigenous folk I asked what all the
commotion was up ahead with the dogs. He informed me, “It doh have no dogs up there”. I
responded with, “Then that is a pack ah cyat getting on so then”, it seems there are comedians
everywhere.
The next notable point was the steepest of the “small inclines” the pack was unsure if to go up
and were marking Martin’s movements. Martin then assured the pack that the correct trail is at
the top. The pack spent some time trying to find the well hidden trail, but once found it was a
steep descent into a field of “picker”! Quite a few hashers, both male and female, complained
about getting prick! I will leave that right there. At this point I must say that the trail made
short-cutting easy as it looped back onto the main path in close proximity to where it deviated
and many hashers could not resist the temptation.
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There were some well placed X’s that helped keep the pack together and lots of stony dry
riverbed. The ON IN was across the river from the parking lot and it was just a matter of
climbing down, crossing the river and up the stairs to the start. All in all, It was a good run and
time to begin the intense recovery period!!
The air up in Maracas Valley seemed to make everyone extra hungry as the food finished in
record time. Hashers could be seen eating plain bread. I even saw a woman moving with a bag
of bun-up hops bread! I was beginning to wonder why the down downs was taking so long to
begin only to find out that a group of hashers got lost and the rescue party was out scouring the
village for them. Some of these were experienced hashers like Reed, Kemba, Julian and Sabah.
After the lost bunch was rescued the down downs could begin.
The head hare, Ronald, was made to kneel before the hash master as punishment for being
unprepared. There seemed to be more virgins than experienced hashers. As a result, this part of
the proceedings took up quite a bit of time. The hash master then called on a few members of
the lost party to punish them. Their crime was not getting lost but using one hasher’s GPS to
find their way back to the start. The hash master made it clear that this was not acceptable.
As if this was not bad enough, one hasher paid a taxi $40 to drop her back to the run site!!!
There were three poofter nominees:
● Cory - who ran from his punishment for an infringement at the Chaguaramas run
● Jessie - who was seen to be falling down all the time. He even lead other hashers through
the picker. Calamity Jessie he was branded!
● Sabah - who was the last to be retrieved from the bush after getting lost was said to have
found love on the trail
It didn't take long for the crowd to select a tie for the poofter which went to Cory and Sabah.
Cory could run but not hide and we may never know what happened in the bush with Sabah and
the mystery love interest. After much blocking and pseudo-sensual activities they both had on
their shirts and chose to wear their beer. The Savannah bar was the next stop!
A great time was had by all and run 860 was well attended. Next stop Moruga! On On!!!
Virgins: Mercedes, Virginia, Roxanne, Petal, Josette, Sharon, Adafih, Christy, Maria, Stephen,
Aisha, Ray, Brooke, Clint, Kevin, Julien, Jeff, Anna
New shoes: Cory
Poofter: Sabah, Corey

HM’s Hability
Poor HM!;...had to accept several rebuffs on behalf of the hares for there not being enough food
after the hash run. The other fact that quite a few hashers got ‘misplaced’ on the hash trail only
prolonged the agony of the famished and forlorn. One young female hasher even used the term
‘starving to death’. She bided me “Adios – I going to look fuh sometin’ to eat.” The ‘drinking
club’, for a time, became the ‘eating club’. Such is the way of the hash sometimes. We need to
constantly recognize the reason we show up on a Saturday evening. I’m not afraid that we’ll get
it just right, hasher by hasher.
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Under the circumstances, I found the run to be a very good one, which I thoroughly enjoyed,
quite frankly. The run gave way to some beautiful scenery up within the Maracas valley. Great
work by Tall & Dark at the front of the pack – though I cannot be so generous for what took
place at the back of the run! Though not placing any judgment, this shows the importance of
hares properly sweeping their hash trail.
We were graced by a large contingent of ‘fitness fanatics’, from a fitness group. They enjoyed
themselves and promised to be back. They made up the bulk of the virgins, and this segment
took a bit of time; Shows the tremendous interest in the hash of late.
Whoever remained after the down-downs – ‘through and through hashers’ enjoyed the music
and heartily partook of the free beer on offer – the best part of the hash without a doubt! A
handful of die-hards still made it to the On-On-On bar with one of the hares in attendance.
Altogether a memorable Saturday hash evening – great site, good run and nice lime.
Thanks again to everyone.
On On
Enviro-Corner
We did well at this hash with proper disposal and collection of our litter. There still remains lots
of room for improvement. With your assistance, let’s keep up the good work!
Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose responsibly. We’re all in this together!

Deadline window for payment of balances: April 15th – April 30th

Hareline 2014

RUN#

DATE
(2014)

862

Apr 12

The Flyin’ Indian

North Coast Rd., La Fillette

863

Apr 26

Ozama bin Hashin’

Union Rd., Tabaquite

864

May 10

The Late Haydn Als

Gran Couva

865

May 24

Mags/ Jo

Toco Mn. Rd., Balandra

866

Jun 7

Arima Spartans

TBA

867

Jun 19

Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014

New Kingston, Jamaica

868

Jun 21

Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014

Port Antonio, Jamaica

NIL

Jun 21

TBA/ Hash Run Trinidad

TBA

NIL

Jun 22

POS HHH/ Overseas 2014

Frenchman’s Cove, Port Antonio, Jamaica
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Directions to the next run: #862
Date: Sat Apr 12th 2014
Time: 3:30PM
Hared: The Flyin’ Indian
Site: North Coast Road, La Fillette
From POS take Saddle Road into Maraval and then proceed onto North Coast Road heading to
Maracas Beach. Pass Maracas Beach, Tyrico Beach and Las Cuevas Beach Facilities. Continue
along North Coast Road, until just before La Fillette Recreation Ground. [Landmark: Yellow
Apartments]. Run site is on the North Coast Road. Look for Hash signs.
Map: http://bit.ly/1oUWkLl
Upcoming Events
Apr 26 – Central Trinidad: Great Tunnel Run 2014
May 24 – North East Trinidad: Balandra
June 19 – 23 : Overseas 2014 – Jamaica
Oct 23 – 26 : Tobago Hash Weekend – Spread the word. If you missed out on Jamaica – don’t
dare miss out on Tobago 2014…Standby for package details & booking info
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